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A Message from Our CEO
The month of April has among the most exciting
months in the history of our company. We have scaled
up our commercialization, expanded our team,
achieved new commercial sales and installations at
leading centers of excellence, received recognition in
reputed scientific publications, and much more.
While BioSig is unwavering in dedication to our core
business, we also have many exciting developments in
our pipeline--from artificial intelligence to the
emerging field of bioelectronic medicine. Stay tuned!
Thank you to my incredible team and to everyone that
continues to support BioSig's vision and journey.
Sincerely,

Ken Londoner,
Co-founder & CEO, BioSig Techologies, Inc.
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HIGHLIGHTS
APRIL 2021

Mayo Clinic Arizona Conducts First Patient
Cases with Our Technology

We recently announced our new installation in Phoenix
follows Mayo Clinic in Florida where we have been
conducting patient cases with PURE EP™ since January
2020. This 30-day clinical evaluation of our technology is
being conducted by cardiac electrophysiologists WinKuang Shen, M.D., Hichan El Masry, M.D., Arturo Valverde,
M.D., and Luis Scott, M.D.

Completed Enrollment for PURE EP 2.0
Clinical Study

51 patients enrolled in elective cardiac ablation treatments
for clinical trial at Mayo Clinic, Massachusetts General
Hospital, and St. David’s Medical Center.

Commercial Sales to Leading Hospital Systems

At the beginning of the month, we announces that a top-rated
leading hospital system purchased PURE EP™ systems for
multiple campuses in their national network. We previously
announced that BioSig completed its first commercial sale of
PURE EP™ Systems to St. David’s HealthCare of Austin, Texas,
an HCA Healthcare-owned hospital.

BIOSIG in the News
This past month, BioSig was honored to be featured in over 20 news sites and publications,
including a feature interview in the cutting-edge scientific journal, EP Lab Digest.

As I did more procedures, I
realized I became more reliant on
the signals provided by the

PURE EP System.
Now, I find the PURE EP
signals indispensable.
~Deepak Gaba, M.D.,
Memorial Hospital
of South Bend, Indiana

Click here , to read the full feature interview
about the benefits of PURE EP™
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PURE EP™ April Updates
The PURE EP™ System , our advanced signal
acquisition and processing technology for
electrophysiology, aims to elevates the standard of
care in arrhythmia treatments through the delivery of
high-quality cardiac signals. The PURE EP™ System is
powered by a unique hardware architecture allowing
the full range of cardiac analog signals to be acquired
in a raw, streamlined, unfiltered format. These signals
are then converted into a digital modality powered by
our novel signal processing software for unlimited
real-time data analysis.

PURE EP™

Clinical Metrics
800+ Patient Cases
40+ Physician Users
9 Clinical Sights

PURE EP™

Software Version 4
When our customers share their needs, we listen!
This month we released a New Software Version,
V4, of PURE EP™, which is rolled out to all new and
existing customers.
V4 provides new advanced digital signal processing
and analysis capabilities aimed to further improve
the efficiency and accuracy of EP procedures.
Click here to learn more.

Stay tuned for PURE EP 2.0 Clinical Study
results , expected in the second half of 2021!

The signals that we see on
PURE EP we can't see with
conventional systems.

This is really a game
changer for us.

~Amin Al-Ahmad, M.D.,

St. David's Medical Center,
Austin, TX; "The Evolution of
Intracardiac Signal Acquisition and
Processing in Today's EP Lab
Environment"

Click here,
to watch the full video interview
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Our Growing Company
BioSig expects to triple its customer base in 2021

Working towards this goal, this month we
expanded our team with a senior Regional Director
that will lead commercial expansion across
strategically important regions that offer some of
the largest clinical footprints in the country.

Our goal is to become a global
business. We expect to grow
from 64 to approximately 100
employees by the end of the year.
~ Ken Londoner

Co-founder & CEO,
BioSig Technologies Inc.

April's Honorary Mentions

Join Our Growing Team!
We are currently looking to hire
Clinical Account Managers in the
following areas:
Florida, New York, Kansas City,
Missouri, and Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
We are also looking to fill the
following positions:
Senior Manager of Sales &
Contracts and Principal Scientist
in Research and Developmen t.
If you have someone you would like
to recommend for any of the above
positions, please reach out to our
Director of Human Resources,
Brenda Castrodad:
bcastrodad@biosigtech.com.

Questions? Contact us at:
info@biosigtech.com

Visit our website:
www.biosig.com

This month, we want to say a huge thank
you to Andrew Ballou, Joshua Conroy,
Andrey Tkatchenko, and Katie Bertrum for
organizing our meetings in Florida. This
was a great trip -- we appreciate all your
hard work!

